EGO Power+ passes the test

The battery-powered EGO+ Power mower recently
cut beyond expectations when it was subjected
to both normal and super thick turf by globally
renowned lawn specialist, Allyn Hane, better known
as ‘The Lawn Care Nut’.
The innovative EGO Power+ system was introduced
in South Africa early this year by specialist equipment
supplier, Smith Power Equipment, following the
signing of an exclusive distribution agreement with
EGO in December 2017.
Powered by an industry-leading 56V Arc Lithium
battery, the EGO Power+ system delivers petrolmatching power, but without any of the downsides
of petrol-powered units. It’s simpler, cleaner and
quieter, and with less vibration, making it more
comfortable to use. With lower running and
maintenance costs, customers are assured of greater
savings compared with petrol-powered units.
To validate these attributes, retailer The Home
Depot recently asked Allyn Hane to put the EGO+
mower through its paces. There were three main
things Hane cared about: the machine’s quality of
cut in normal conditions; the quality of cut in thick
turf; and how the machine cuts when the battery
gets low.
When it comes to the quality of cut in normal
conditions, Hane found that the EGO+ “surprisingly

cut very well”. “I have used other cordless mowers
before but they haven’t been as good as this. It does
perform similar to my gas-powered mower – the
only difference is that it’s not as propelled,” he says.
One of the appealing features of the mower to
Hane was the lightweight nature of the machine. “I
thought the light weight of the machine would be
a drawback because a lightweight mower tends to
hop when you hit bumps and this creates an uneven
cut,” he says.
“With the EGO+, the battery is pretty
lightweight, but it’s actually the heaviest part of
the mower and they positioned it at the front
end of the machine and that helps keep the
front wheels on the ground, which reduces the
wheel hops.”
Another design innovation of interest was
the machine height adjustment feature when
cutting. With conventional mowers, wheel height
adjustment is a common problem for many – they
adjust each wheel separately and often times one of
the wheels is higher than the other. “With the EGO+,
it is one easy motion – you can raise or lower the
height of the entire machine in one go, resulting in
good consistency,” he says.

Thick turf and low battery conditions
To test the machine’s capability in thick turf
conditions, Hane let the grass grow for 15 days
without mowing it. This grass is usually cut every
five to seven days, and within 15 days it had grown
double its normal height.
“The mower cut through the long grass efficiently
without bogging down. I mulched without any
cramping. The machine passed the biggest test by
proving its cutting prowess in overgrown turf. It did
a very good job of powering through it – I give it an
A+ on this one,” he says.
When it comes to its performance when the
battery is low, after 40 minutes of run time, Hane left

the battery in the mower for
a week. However, when
deployed to work with
only 10 minutes of
battery life left,
the machine
powered
through

the lawn without losing any
performance. Hane says if a battery-powered mower
can get to the end of its battery life without losing
performance, then it’s an absolute gem.
“If it is going to lose performance, say in the last 10
minutes of battery life, then it’s really a downside.
With this mower, the performance is the same from
full charge to completely flat. It just completely shuts
off when the battery dies,” he says.
So, what does that mean? “It means I can get an
hour of peak performance with no lagging at the
end. It goes all the way and then dies. Bear in mind
it only takes 30 minutes to fully charge, which is a
plus.”
In conclusion, Hane says the mower revolutionises
the gardening equipment industry. It is the single
biggest advancement in technology since petrolpowered mowers arrived on the scene over a
century ago. “I would say if Tesla had to move into
the lawn mower business, this is the sort of machine
they would looking at,” concludes Hane. n

Zebula’s road to recovery

By Chris Clayton - Golf Manager

Zebula Golf Estate & Spa is situated in
the Limpopo Bushveld and has suffered
drought conditions for the last few years,
This summer seemed to be no different.
We had no rain in September and very
little in October and November.
Then all of a sudden the heavens
opened in the beginning of December
and with a sigh of relief we received

4 August 2019
Arrival
Complimentary practice round

Golf

Package

136mm turning the golf course green
and giving us a shimmer of hope as we
entered into 40’C heat.
The dams were still low and the worry
of irrigating and keeping the course green
was still in the back of our mind. On the

29 December 2018 it started to rain and
then that rain got harder and harder, like
the saying go’s - ‘it never rains it pours’.
In one day we had over 175mm, all
the dams went from almost empty to
full and the fairways looked like rivers
from above. This blessing was absolutely
breathtaking and won’t be forgotten
anytime soon.
The rain continued to fall and the
course kept recovering. Bare patches
now have grass cover and the fairways
are knitted like green carpets.
Come and experience the magnificent
condition of the golf course.
For bookings please contact the
Zebula Proshop on 014 734 7708 OR
proshop@zebula.co.za n
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Programme

Dinner

R2000 per person:

5 August 2019

2 Breakfast | 2 Dinner

Shotgun start at 10h00

36 Holes golf & cart

Halfway house lunch

2 Halfway lunch

Dinner & Entertainment

Prize giving

6 August 2019
Shotgun start at 8h00
Halfway house lunch
Prize giving

Full

Package

R5200.00 Single OR R3800 pp Sharing:
2 Nights accommodation | 2 Breakfast

Bookings:
+27 14 734 7706
swilliams@zebula.co.za

2 Dinner | 36 Holes golf & cart
2 Halfway lunch | Prize giving

